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a simple solution 
with powerful results.



PEN &
PAPER



ARE A THING OF THE PAST.
SHAREABLE FORMS UTILIZES THE COMFORT AND 
FAMILIARITY OF YOUR PAPER FORMS TO CREATE A NEW 
EXPERIENCE FOR PROVIDERS AT THE POINT OF CARE.

UTILIZING THE AMAZING TECHNOLOGY OF THE APPLE 
iPad SHAREABLE’S APP CREATES A SIMPLE WORKFLOW 
THAT COLLECTS THE DATA THAT YOU NEED WITHOUT ALL 
OF THE PAPER CUTS.





SIMPLE
Almost nothing has to change 

with Shareable. We take the 
things that you already love 
and make them work better 

for your practice. 



LOGGING IN IS EASY OPEN A CASE
With a few simple 

keystrokes, you’ll have 
secure access to your 

cases, even at multiple 
locations. 

Open a case by clicking 
on a patient’s name.  We’ll 
import your schedule for 
the day, automagically. 

Or simply add patients as 
you go. 



CHOOSE YOUR FORMS START CARE
Toggle the forms you need 

for each case or use our form 
template builder to preset 
the right documents and 
information in advance. 

With just the tap of your 
finger select the form 

sections that need to be 
filled and easily add the 

data.



POWERFUL
Imagine paper forms that 

ask smart questions, prevent 
mistakes, and intelligently pass 

information throughout the 
perioperative process. 





CO-PILOT ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES
Forgetting to mark a field on 
a paper form is easy and can 

be costly.  Shareable’s co-pilot 
feature will make sure you 

capture every critical piece of 
data, the first time. 

No one can read them anyway 
but our onscreen signature 
feature makes it simple to 

sign any form for patients and 
doctors.



REAL-TIME VITALS SMS PAGING
Monitoring drugs and 

patient vitals throughout 
the interoperative process 

is a breeze with our 
proprietary vitals grid.  

With our in-app paging, the 
doctor is never more than 

just a few clicks away.





REPORTABLE
Our comprehensive data 

and analytic tools will give 
your practice a new level of 
efficiency and accuracy to 

make smarter decisions and 
provide greater patient care. 



CONNECTABLE
Shareable Forms connects 

seamlessly into your patient 
workflow with powerful and 

simple integrations that bridge 
the gap in your healthcare 

infrastructure.



INTEGRATIONS
Shareable Forms connects seamlessly into your patient 
work flow with powerful and simple integrations that 
bridge the gap in your healthcare infrastructure. 
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